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New Orleansâ€” As retro motorcycles go, Triumph's Bonneville has successfully captured the
look and flavor of one of the world's most iconic models. Its success has much to do with the
restraint shown by the new Triumph ownership. You can almost hear the Triumph
loyalistsâ€”"don't mess with my Bonneville. Although modern manufacturing principles were
adopted at the new Hinckley factory, and the engine was reinvented as a larger capacity,
double-overhead cam design, the resemblance to the classic old Meriden-built Bonnies is
inescapable. Change can be good, so for , Triumph armed the Bonneville with fuel injection and
cast-alloy wheels; the front being a modern inch design rather than the inch wire wheel it
replaces. Despite its resemblance to Edward Turner's old parallel twin, the Bonneville's engine
is an cc double-overhead-cam design featuring a degree crankshaft and twin counter-balancers.
Tuned for torque rather than outright power, the engine produces 90 percent of its peak torque
which is 51 lb-ft from rpm through to the rpm redline. With this degree of flexibility, five speeds
in the transmission are more than ample, and downshifts are seldom called for during passing
maneuvers. The engine is fueled by twin Keihin throttle-body injectors cunningly disguised as
carburetors for the appropriate classic look. Complete with dummy float chambers, the units
look like they may well have been adapted from actual carburetor castings. New for , the
Bonneville SE Special Edition model has features not found on its siblings, including a
tachometer, a chromed tank badge and brushed alloy engine casings. New, narrower tube
handlebars are positioned slightly less than an inch lower and rearward than before to improve
control relationships, and they mount new switch-gear units, an adjustable front-brake lever,
and a separate and smaller front-brake reservoir. The seat has been reshaped, with reduced
foam thickness for a lower overall seat height But probably the most distinctive change in the
Bonneville's appearance is the adoption of the Thruxton model's dual-megaphone-style
exhausts, mounted at a less radical angle in order to accommodate saddlebags. Only the purely
retro T Triumph retains those old bottle-shaped exhausts that the company refers to as
peashooter pipes. This "modern" Bonnie is simple and enjoyable to ride, with a friendly
character and easily accessed dynamics. Ground clearance is good on the SE, since it lacks a
center stand to make early contact, and the Bonnie feels confident and stable at fairly severe
lean angles. A good rider on a Bonneville SE will surprise a few sportbike riders in the right
circumstances, but its real forte is the easygoing cruise. The big twin is smooth and relaxed at
moderate engine speeds, with just enough of a mechanical pulse coming through to the rider to
provide ambiance. Oh, it'll pull hard to the rpm redline with an exhilarating rush. Yet the
performance is modest compared to the two-wheel rockets that abound on our roads these
days. Still, you can cruise all day at 80 mph, and that's about the same sensible speed most of
us use while riding on public roads. Besides, the upright riding position becomes wearisome at
higher speeds. There's only a single disc brake up front, gripped by a relatively humble
two-piston caliper. But brake performance felt quite good, with a firm lever and respectable
stopping power. The rear brake is almost overpowered compared to most bikes we ride, and
care needs to be taken to avoid lock-up during urgent brake applications. All considered, the
Bonneville SE is a pretty well-balanced machine. Our only complaints are of the rear
suspension, which delivered rather sudden jolts to the spine over sharp bumps, and perhaps
the slightly overly sensitive steering at very high speed. The latter is undoubtedly born of high
lever power in the long handlebars, transmitted by one's own efforts to hang on against the
wind. But a damper might make a nice accessory. As is increasingly common these days,
there's no need to wait for extra kit. A range of accessories is available now. They include
rear-seat sissy-bars, various windshields, luggage, alternative seats and chrome and billet
brightwork. It's not cheap compared to a raft of competitive midsize twins from Japan, but the
model enjoys the unique position of being a genuine modern classic. Type keyword s to search.
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Brembo 2-piston floating calliper Optional ABS. The Scrambler designation first appeared on
some models of the Triumph Trophy TR5 in the post-war era. The Triumph Scrambler is a
classic bike in every way. The classic Triumph Trophy bikes drew stylistic inspiration from the
Triumphs that won three gold medals in the International Six Day Trials enduro competition.
This gives the Triumph Scrambler brand a lot of heritage appeal. The Triumph Scrambler pays
homage to its roots with gaiters, high swept chromed exhaust pipes, and a dual flat seat. On the
Scrambler, this modern engine produces a healthy 59 hp, with 51 ft. The Triumph Scrambler
owner can expect great ride quality from this classic looking bike. A tubular steel cradle frame
provides a stable foundation. Suspension is supplied by 41mm forks in front with twin chromed
spring shocks in the rear. Nissin two-piston caliper disc brakes on the front and rear outfit the
Scrambler with good stopping power. The Scrambler rides on a 19 inch front wheel, with a 17
inch rear wheel. All of this, combined with a cozy seat and natUral upright riding position,

allows the Scrambler to be a comfortable commuter bike, whether you are fighting Southern
California traffic, or eating highway miles in the Midwest. For those not happy with stock
motorcycles of any breed, the Scrambler has many customization options. Triumph offers a
number of accessories, while a healthy aftermarket of third parties further allows the Scrambler
owner to customize their bike in diverse ways to suit individual tastes. Sign Up. Search Search.
New For The Triumph Scrambler received a new paint option, Khaki Green, in Latest Reviews.
Buyers Guide. Click photos to enlarge. They make great desktop images. Same engine, same
torque, same awe inspiring performance, same effortless handling, same high spec sports bike
derived brakes â€” all delivered with its own classic cruiser style. Despite its size, the engine is
incredibly smooth as the balance, input and rear drive shaft contra-rotate against the
crankshaft, which makes for minimal torque reaction. Transmission Shaft drive is ideally suited
to dealing with such a strong production engine and gives the added benefit of being highly
durable and virtually maintenance free. The rear brake, developed especially by Brembo, is a
single twin piston caliper and mm disc. Fuelling Twin butterfly valves for each throttle body are
used to give precise control over the engine and this set-up allows the ECU to vary the mixture
flow and ignition map dependent on gear selected and road speed. The torque curve is thus
tailored specifically for each gear ratio. Dimensions Length 2,mm You must be logged in to post
a comment. News Ticker. Dimensions Length About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and
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post a comment. Click photos to enlarge. They make great desktop images. This bike will not
only stop people in their tracks, but with disc brakes front and rear, it will stop you nicely too.
This is without a doubt a modern motorcycle for the classic rider. Maximum power of 68PS
67bhp arrives at rpm, with peak torque of 69Nm 51ft. Fuelling The T features a fuel injection
system designed for clean running and to meet forthcoming Euro 3 legislation. The retro styling
remains uncompromised though, as the fuel injectors are cleverly concealed by throttle bodies
designed to look like traditional carbs. Exhaust System A pair of chromed stainless
peashooter-style silencers handle the exhaust gases and enhance the traditional appearance of
the bike. Brakes The braking set-up of single front mm disc and mm rear, both worked on by
powerful twin-piston calipers offers sensitivity, control and ample stopping power. Chassis The
chassis â€” a tubular steel frame, 41mm telescopic forks and chromed twin rear shocks â€”
offers secure road-holding, effortless steering and easy-going manners, just as you would
expect of a bike derived from Bonneville hereditary. Dimensions Length mm Both models
feature authentic retro styling plus a host of chassis changes aimed at making the bikes easier
to ride and giving them an even wider appeal. New handlebars are closer to the rider and the
seat height is reduced by 25mm, making the riding position more relaxed and accessible. The
smaller, lighter front wheel helps make the new Bonneville an even more manoeuvrable and
agile machine. Complementing the clean lines are classic black or white colour options. The
higher-specification Bonneville SE features an array of special equipment, including a tacho,
chromed tank badges and brushed alloy engine casings. Riders looking for a Sixties-style
Bonneville are catered for with the wire-wheeled T model, which has been updated with detail
changes for The retro classic gets new handlebar clamps, restyled footrests, black clock
surrounds and a white Triumph logo on the seat, while fork gaiters, previously available as an
optional extra, come as standard. Triumph also unveiled a limited edition 50th Anniversary
Bonneville, based on the T, and celebrating 50 years of this iconic motorcycle. Each will be
individually numbered and identified with a brass plate on the handlebar clamp and a certificate
of authentication. You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. Dimensions Length
About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over
Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and
being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without
the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a
difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Next Ural Gzhel. Be the first to comment
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III. In style. You could say our designers had an unfair advantage with the unique and highly
acclaimed Rocket III 2 cubic centimeter power plant at their disposal. Wide sumptuous seat for
both rider and passenger footboards front and rear color matched waterproof hard cases and
shrouded front forks with polished lower castings provide more comfort practicality and style.
However the engine which is specially tuned for low down torque and the same high
specification braking system from the original Rocket III are the only major engineering
elements carried over. Suspension tuned to achieve high levels of comfort without
compromising control together with millimeter rear tire and 16 inch wheels make lighter
handling. All together it? Everything else is new. When designing a new long distance touring
motorcycle an engine capable of effortlessly devouring the miles is without doubt the best place
to start This anniversary edition is based on the T model, and is both attractive and subtle in its
connection to the past. The original '59 Bonnie used a bluish Pearl Gray and Tangerine, with
gold lines separating the colors. The anniversary model has kept true to the colors, though with
different names, Meriden Blue and Exotic Orange Gulf livery , and gold dividing lines. The cam
covers on the engine are also chromed as part of an enhanced chrome package. This is Other
anniversary tidbits are the white piping on the seat, and the Triumph logo at the end of the
saddle being written in gold--for the golden anniversary. Both side panels have 50th anniversary
decals. The instrument panel is finished in black, and the Triumph name is now molded into the
rubber footrests. Fork gaiters are standard; these are not only very retro but also very practical,
as they do protect the fork seals. Approximately of these came to the USA out of total
worldwide. First year of Fuel Injection. All original docs and parts included 'Bloor' letter. When
designing a new long distance touring motorcycle, an engine capable of effortlessly devouring
the miles is without doubt the best place to start. You could say our designers had an unfair
advantage with the unique and highly acclaimed Rocket III 2, cubic centimeter power plant at
their disposal. However the engine, which is specially tuned for low down torque, and the same
high specification braking system from the original Rocket III are the only major engineering
elements carried over. Suspension tuned to achieve high levels of comfort without
compromising control, together with millimeter rear tire and 16 inch wheels make lighter
handling. Wide sumptuous seat for both rider and passenger, footboards front and rear, color
matched waterproof hard cases and shrouded front forks with polished lower castings provide
more comfort, practicality and style. Model Boneville. It s a real rider s bike with unique and
original custom styling. Think of it as a Streetfighter on steroids. Words will never do justice to
the Rocket III. A massive millimeter rear tire and long chromed triple exhaust pipes add to its
presence and confirm that this incredible motorcycle has the performance to match its
muscular looks. It s a design and engineering masterpiece that really has to be ridden to be
appreciated. Performance handling and usability will always be at the heart of all our
motorcycles and the legendary Rocket III proves it. It s the world s largest production
motorcycle but the real surprise is that it handles like a bike half its size thanks to the design
intent from day one. Its sports bike derived brakes include twin front discs with Nissin
four-piston floating callipers a Brembo rear calliper and braided hoses all round New tires miles
ago. Crash bars front and rear. Cruiser pegs. Performance exhaust. Custom risers. You could
say Triumph's designers had an unfair advantage with the unique and highly acclaimed Rocket
III cc power plant at their disposal. All together it s a machine that really does have the power to
move you, your pillion and whatever you want to take, no matter how far you want to go. Model
Speedmaster. Built to be an engaging entry level bike that's also ideal for riders moving to their
first big bike the Speedmaster has the zest and handling to keep experienced riders happy too.
Everything about it is laid back and easy. The low rider look is a classic one reflecting the style
of homebuilt hot-rods on both sides of the Atlantic. But the soul of any bike is its engine. And
that s where the Speedmaster stands out even more, with an air-cooled twin that is steeped in
our long and colourful heritage. All this means you have a highly capable motorcycle that has a

great feel and delivers satisfying performance every single day. That s what makes it such good
value for money. Features may include: The Look The look of the Speedmaster is dominated by
the 19 cast aluminium front wheel with single disc brake and skinny tyre, giving a classic
chopped hot-rod look. Emphasising the Speedmaster s resolutely dark attitude even further a
whole host of components from wheels to bars and headlights to foot controls get the black
treatment for Machined detailing on the engine barrel block and cylinder head cooling fins add a
subtle counterpoint. Engine We decided on a mix of blacked out and chrome components to
give the Speedmaster a purposeful, moody look. Especially for the black-finish engine with its
machined cooling fin edges, which now run the full length of the cylinders. The retro theme
continues with what look like twin carburettors and traditional air filter housing, all disguising
the modern fuel injection system. Wheels, Tyres and Mudguards We added the skinny 19inch
cast front wheel to complement the fat rear tyre on its 15inch rim and enhanced each by the cut
down mudguards. Performance The output peaks at a muscular 61PS and there's strong torque
from low in the rev range, with a maximum of 53lb. To you that means plenty of thrust at a flick
of the wrist without needing to resort to the slick gear change. Parallel Twin The Speedmaster's
parallel twin is such a refreshing change with its roots in the very engines that brought us to the
forefront of motorcycling during the s and s - the golden era of British twins. Still very much a
classic-looking Triumph engine, we have built it using modern Triumph technology, cleverly
hiding it behind that traditional exterior. We've also retained the air cooling to give you a bike
that looks right but, although it seems to have twin carburettors, the Speedmaster is fuelled by
a modern electronic fuel injection system for high efficiency, plenty of smooth and accessible
power and exceptional fuel consumption. To start with, there was no better bike than our Street
Triple to base it on. It already had the advantage with a class-leading engine and awesome,
focused looks. For the Street Triple R we've added high-end adjustable suspension and
radially-mounted four-piston brakes, sharpened the geometry and given it a few visual tweaks
that tell you this bike is different. Nothing else comes close to the Street Triple R. Model
Scrambler. While diverse in their demographics and riding experience these riders share the
view that motorcycling is great fun, socially acceptable and a liberating experience. Crucially
though, they aren? As a result these riders desire a bike that? Added to this is a wish for the
bike? Enter the Scrambler. Very few motorcycles can claim to be unique but the Scrambler,
thanks to its authentic styling is certainly one of them. The flat seat, small headlight and single
speedometer help mark its difference as do the pair of upswept exhaust pipes. Only Triumph,
with the brand? The Scrambler? With a bore and stroke of 90 x 68 mm and compression ratio of
9. Peak power of 54 bHP arrives at 7, rpm with maximum torque of 51 lbs. Using a sturdy tubular
steel cradiatorle frame and long-travel suspension front and rear? Its high, wide handlebars and
high-set footpegs further aid control and low-speed maneuverability. The wheels are spoked
and sized 19 x 2. Twin piston calipers are used for both brakes, the front working a single mm
disc, the rear a mm disc. Steering geometry is set at Make Buell. Model R. Race Tune. Power
Commander 5. Custom Knight design Aluminum foot pegs. Ceramic coated Headers. HMF
Exhaust. LED Tail light with integrated turn signals. Michelin Road Pilot 4 Tires. Double Bubble
Tinted Windshield. Upgraded Stator and Rotor kit. Oberon Clutch cylinder. Upgraded Wave
Front Rotor. New Lithium Ion Battery. Sorry, Helmet and Radar Detector not included!! Make
Aprilia. Model Tuono R. Reliable V twin cc engine a lot of torque and power to make you happy.
Stack mufflers , carbon fiber rear fender. Dunlop Q3 tires with miles. Clean title in hand. Bike
sounds and looks amazing. I will answer to emails with phone numbers attached only. Please
do not waste my time with low ball offers and ideas to pay other way than cash. Thank you for
interest. Make Honda. Solid black and chrome; definitely a head turner and get compliments
everywhere you go! No scratches and has never been laid down, with routine maintenance
performed within the last month. Great starter bike. I have much more in the bike, but am
looking to upgrade. Great bike for a beginner or seasoned rider! Make Harley-Davidson.
Whether riding one, or building a new one from LED headlamp to taillight. Welcome to the top of
the line bagger. Locked-up tires are now history even when there's wet pavement. We've made it
feel even better to lean your way through a turn. Now you can see better. And we've made you
more conspicuous to the cage-driving public. Because one thing we all agree on is this: bikes
that work better make riders who ride better. Take a ride. See how good you can be. Purer
sound. Big, full-color touch screens. Switches that are located where you intuitively want them
to be and can reach without removing your hands from the grips. Voice activation for your
music, phone and GPS. You won't believe your eyes. Or ears. Project RUSHMORE - Comfort We
dialed in the comfort of our machines the hard way: over thousands of miles in all kinds of
riding conditions on every kind of street, road and highway ever laid down in pavement.
Experienced riders and passengers putting in long hours in the saddle and giving us feedback
on every aspect that contributes to comfort on the road. Airflow, heat management, passenger

space, back rests, seat textures, legroom and hand controls all went under the hard microscope
of the road and got tested and re-tested by real riders and worked and re-worked by us until we
were satisfied we had built the most comfort
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able machines on the road. We all want to go farther, and when you and your passenger are
more comfortable in the saddle, you can. We did it our way, as we've always done. As riders.
Riding with other riders. Thousand of hours, countless road tests, millions of miles. Looking for
the technology and innovations that truly make the ride better. We went over the bike fender tip
to fender tip. Making it work better. Making it look sleeker. Let your eye take the journey over
the machine. Day Heights, OH. Thousand Oaks, CA. Grants Pass, OR. Ravenscroft, TN. Olmos
Park, TX. Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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